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Paris Metropolitain
for Martha

I feel I should go to the Paris Metropolitain and
ask the first passing girl if she likes cold cuts,
if she likes Spam, if she likes unemployed alcoholics,
and if she'd dance
with me like Elvis did
during the first fifteen minutes of Viva Las Vegas.
I'd quote every Prince line I could remember from Purple Rain,
in falsetto,
giving her the same three acting-school poses he does:
vulnerable,
vulnerable and scared
vulnerable and sad
all while looking towards a new Apollonia with my
eyebrows wet from overly applied, saliva moistened,
fingertips.
Perhaps she'd rather I offer her double decaf cappuccinos
chased with shots of warm goat's milk,
and ask her how she manages to pronounce
the names of all those French rhetoricians, the ones
she likes to stumble upon
in the Sunday comics.
Instead I'd stare at Iggy Pop's poster on the wall,
his orange blazer and chinos almost dusted
enough with subway muck to hide
his magic-marker dick, a courtesy
of my long time neighbor, Hairy Bob.
Hairy Bob is a bastard.
For kicks I'd take him with me and
tip him two francs to scream
Who does Byron think he is?
to the next 10 girls who pass by.
I'd laugh.
And then I'd ask him if
he'd like to help me paint the walls yellow
inside one of those
giant, green pepper, Parisian port-o-potties
outside McDonalds.
My treat.
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I feel I should go to the Paris Metropolitain
so you'd finally get the hint
and quit thinking about nothing but
Cadillacs and sex.
I'd hide your soul in my wallet
next to the shot of you in the white dress
and make you listen to
the three giggling girls telling me
don't write poems,
don't sprinkle on the platform,
and don't argue gobbledygook
until you learn enough French to do it blindfolded.
David Alan Sapp
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Human Behavior
"Hey, Renegar, let's go back the Dean Street way," said Sam, who
was usually as quiet as the falling snow.
"That's cool, I haven't been by the river in a while."
Sam Savage and Kevin Renegar slipped into Kevin's Honda Civic
hatchback under the bright lights of the only all night gas station in town.
They both knew that there wouldn't be much chance of any great view of
the river on such a dark night, and it was the long way back, but Sam
never asked for anything, so Kevin didn't mind. No one ever used that
road at night, except a few fishermen, so Kevin expected it to be pretty
easy to drive as fast as he wanted, which he usually did anyway.
Kevin steered his car slowly onto the road and was immediately
met in the mirrors by rapidly approaching headlights. Kevin laughed
and said, "Whoops, ha ha, sorry man, shouldn't have been going so fast in
the first place," and, to Sam, "I just cut that jeep off, too bad, so sad, ha ha
ha!" Sam laughed back at him. Then Kevin noticed that the jeep kept
following him close, with its brights on now.
"This guy wants to play games. That's cool with me." Kevin slowed
down to twenty miles per hour. "Let's see if we can piss them off more."
Kevin began to speed up and slow down repeatedly, with Sam and him
laughing about it the whole way.
Finally, Kevin decided to let the jeep pass. He pulled over to the
side and motioned for them to pass. The jeep began to pass, and suddenly stopped beside and barely ahead of the Honda. Kevin saw a brief
bit of commotion in the driver's seat and just whispered, "oh no."
"What? What are they doing? Aw crap, Renegar, what if they try
and start something..." Sam said with nervous excitement.
Then the jeep leaped forward with a squeal and disappeared ahead
in the curves of the tree girded road.
"Jesus, that scared me. That guy could have had a gun or something," Sam said as Kevin pulled back onto the road.
They turned left onto Dean Street and followed it into a foggy blur.
"Jesus, I've never seen it so foggy here before, Renegar," Sam said. Pretty
soon all that Kevin could see was the lines in the road less than ten feet in
front of him.
"I might as well be riding with my lights off," Kevin said as he
slowed to a steady twenty miles per hour. They both knew that the river
was directly to their right. The road was suddenly forced to yield to the
river and take a sharp left curve. Kevin almost missed it. He jerked the
wheel to the left, trying to guess if the curve was one that was too sharp
to take at twenty miles per hour.
They passed the curve and edged along even more slowly than
before. They both knew that the road narrowed a bit and that they would
have to be careful of any oncoming traffic. They weren't too worried about
that since the jeep had been the only traffic they had seen that night, and
it probably didn't even go down Dean Street. He reached down to turn up
the volume on the radio. Kevin took another curve. A few more curves
came along, here and there, but Kevin was ready for them. Both Kevin
and Sam relaxed back into the slightly sober state of being they shared.
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Sam was watching the road ahead, waiting to see if the fog would
let up at all. It seemed like the fog was actually getting worse when he saw
the headlights in the road directly ahead. Kevin noticed them a split
second later, almost too late after turning the last curve.
Immediately Kevin thought he had swerved too far left and instinctively jerked the car back right. Abruptly, the car slammed into the
guardrail. Kevin slammed on his breaks. The left headlight of the jeep in
front of them shined directly into his eyes. As he turned to ask Sam if
they should get out of the car, a rock flew through the driver's side
window. Glass disappeared into the shadows of the car. Both men screamed
when they saw the rock fly in and heard the amazing crashing sound it
had powered.
Kevin turned to look for what had just broken through his window
and, instead, felt a dry fat hand reach in and grab his pony tail. Sam saw
Kevin's head jerk back towards the window. A hunched body outside the
window produced a thick fist that exploded into a rhythm of blows to
Kevin's face and head. "Stupid kid, think it's really funny, don't ya?" Kevin's
head kept falling further towards the middle of the car and Sam. Sam
jumped out of his side of the car more like a frightened cat than a violent
predator sighting its long awaited prey.
Sam's metamorphosis was an almost instantaneous influx of decision and aggressive drive and determination. In the same moment that
his body felt the single and all important urge to raze this thing that was
relentlessly beating Kevin, he saw the simple solution to his only exploit.
It was the wooden table leg lying in the floor of Kevin's back seat.
* *

*

Sam's mind was a single process of plan and execution. This complex thinking instrument was throwing all of its force into one perfect
flow of energy. His body was a machine that was already tuning itself for
absolute focus. Rarely had Sam felt such preparedness for anything. His
heart was beating rapidly but not uncomfortably. His eyes were wide and
clear. His mouth was slightly opened, taking deep, yet quiet breaths. Blood
flowed to his brain and muscles, making him feel awake and agile.
In seconds, Sam had leaned back into the car and grabbed the
table leg. He felt his slightly sweaty hands grab the leg tightly near the
bottom. It was shaped slightly like a baseball bat at the bottom, getting
thinner until at the very bottom where it swelled to the talon of an eagle
wrapped around a ball. The top of the leg curved outward and back in so
that there was a bulbous thickness that made the leg nice and heavy in
Sam's capable fists.
Sam was less like the human that science and philosophy describe,
and more like the unemotional predator that so many fierce animals are
depicted to be. He had unwittingly relinquished all rules of humanity
and laws of society. As he rounded the car and began to beat the fat
redneck with the table leg, Sam was on automatic pilot. There was no real
decision making beyond the aim, force, and precision of wielding a weapon,
all of which were executed to near perfection. Beyond that, everything
else was pushed aside for this higher purpose. Sam truly had never been
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driven to finish or accomplish anything so ferociously as he was at that
moment.
Sam proceeded to swing the table leg with his whole body and
spirit. An outsider would have thought he had been coached by professionals. His complex mind found, even in the dark, the redneck's weakest
organs and most vulnerable bones. The redneck's organs were torn and
the bones were broken. In less than a minute he was immobilized and
made almost silent. His breath was a hissy wet leak that sobbed, and it
caught on almost completely numbed pain and fear.
Sam stood over his prey and salivated. His body started to loosen
and calm. He felt a relaxed sensation of consummation similar to that
which he would not feel again until his wedding night, after losing his
virginity.
Sam casually walked back around the car and tossed the table leg
into the river. He plopped his loose muscles and bones into the passenger
seat. Kevin looked at the steering wheel and then at Sam. The left side of
Kevin's face was a single swollen, lumpy bruise. His nose bled down across
his mouth, parallel to the lines the tears had made down his cheeks. Kevin
started his engine and drove slowly back into the fog.
Almost immediately after the Honda began pulling away, a truck
came around the near curve from the opposite direction. Distracted by
the lights of Kevin's car, the driver of the truck did not realize that the
jeep was still sitting in the middle of the road until he was a mere ten or
fifteen feet away from it. The driver of the truck slammed on the breaks
but still slid into the jeep's rear bumper. Kevin and Sam would never
know what happened to either of those two strangers.
"What happened back there, Savage?" Kevin asked. "You didn't
hurt him too bad, did you?"
"Naw, I just pulled him off of you, and then...well, I don't really
remember. I guess he saw that truck coming and stopped. Man, he was
really nuts. To just go off and hit you like that. He was really friggin'
crazy. Jesus that scares me how someone can just act like that."
"You mean, you didn't hit him?"
"No, man, didn't you see?"
"No, my eye was pretty much useless there for a couple seconds,
but I could have sworn I heard you hitting him, or him hitting you. Are
you sure you're okay?"
"Yeah man, I'm fine. I guess he was just after you since you were in
the driver's seat. We need to get you home, you look pretty bad."
"I guess so. Where's the table leg at?"
"Table leg?"
"The one that was in the back, didn't you pick it up back there?
I'm supposed to bring it to the furniture store to see if they can get another one like it made for my mom's foyer table."
"I don't remember ever seeing any table leg in the car, Kevin. Are
you sure you had it tonight?"
John O'Rourke
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Congregational Silliness

I think what you did was stupid
going in front of a congregation
to "give yourself to God"
when He was no more there
than by your bedpost
where you occasionally remember to pray
or in the woods right outside
where you'd been talking to Him
rather than listening to the sermon
because the evangelist of the week was an ass
and seemed intent on proving it,
braying loudly enough
for the entire earth to hear
and all Heaven to disapprove.
And then you stayed
when the ass started babbling
in what should have been Hebrew
but wasn't. He was trying to "speak in tongues"
to massage the desires of the congregation
to be a part of prophecy,
and you stayed.
You hated it and still you stayed,
knowing that it was a farce,
and that God was waiting outside
because He needed someone to talk to
and it was a private thing.
Phil Knox
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,21clam's Complaint
Teary by Tank Ceviriov
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Wizard Pond
Prize

The fog has set its ambush
and the bay and lakes are lost.
Even Caribou and Catherine
Mountains do not exist.
All that is here are the rocks
of Black Mountain and my halfshaken sleep. The wind comes
in persistent coughs over the rocks
that choke it. Standing up,
my knees marionette,
unsteady. I head for the trail to the peak
across the shadow valley. With hands
the fog has turned my head
from the distance to the rocks
at my feet. I rock back in my hips
and feel the angle of my boots
on the slope. The ground gives way
to smaller rocks that unsteady
my thoughts as my knees almost fail.
The ground has turned to moss
and pine needles and there are trees
to tangle the wind, but my mind is still reaching
for the next step, calculating possible slips.
Traps of roots hidden by loamy soil;
no other danger exists.
Breaking out
of the woods I watch the dragonflies
tending Wizard pond. I remember
thinking that Thoreau's Maine Woods
was boring. He builds
no great climax, no woodsman pinned
beneath a fallen tree, or tales of
half-crazed hermits.
It is a story so timeless,
so tied to experience that it refuses
to be a story.
The pond is dark
with tannin. So dark with steeping pine
that it can't be completely filtered,
and even though the pond looks shallow,
I know it has driven its waters, like an onyx
wedge into the heart of this valley.

Maggie Simon
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Gravy, Grits and Sex

Mark's wife smells like ass
and his house reeks of dog shit.
They wondered if he'd ever taken a
bath, his breath smelled like Calcutta.
Pitiful excuse for a student, he
tried unsuccessfully to hit on everyone
sitting at the table. When he left
all food went untouched, his odor was
too much to handle, wasted food, they
thought of two week old garbage in a
landfill behind their house, and again
of Mark's breath.
Later they talked about sex and moms,
funny how you can tell old orgy stories
to a group of nameless faces, didn't know
any names at my table but two, and that
redhead still told me about the time her boyfriend's
mom walked in on her and Doug doing it doggy-style
on the wall. Mark, her boyfriend, was in the shower
scrubbing her three hour-old smell off of his body so
Ms. Mom wouldn't know she'd been there, too late for
that, mom had a heart attack, Redhead still
felt a little bad about that.
Another Face told us about her son, Clavon.
Said he was banging his girlfriend one day after
school and she walked in and handed him a condom.
Confessed that she wanted to sit and watch, learn a
few things so she could throw the old leather and chain
porns away.
Nameless told us about her dreams, weird. Professor
strapped her to a lab table and made ice from her
breath. Guess she was a cold hearted bitch, only
thing we could get from it. Told us she had a
nightmare of being chased by llamas, her boyfriend's
face was worn by one of them.
Yazi was there before those three came and
showed us pictures of dead folks, he
wants to be a forensic expert, told us all
about liver mortis. When he left he
winked at me, wondered if he was thinking
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about cutting me up to see if my
lungs were different from his. He smoked,
apologized for smoking around me but his day
really was off to a bad start, anyway secondary
cancer is a Bitch, didn't bother to notice that
I smoked, too.
My day began by sitting with Amy, much like every other
day with me. I like to sit with her, we have much in common.
Talk about English, French and the violin, boyfriends, transfers
and friends, nothing like what went on after she left the table.
Never expected to end up sharing my Life with five strangers.
Amy left much too early, she's gonna love to hear about Nameless'
dog having babies and Another Face's daughter-in-law's miscarriage.
Sure would like to meet up with those five again, make my mornings
faster.
But the sad thing about it is, I've never seen them in there before today,
know if I look for them tomorrow, it'll be a waste of time.
Lydia Melvin
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Magic Trick

Perhaps, when daylight emerges,
the night's darkness does not disappear,
but rather shrinks into microscopic tininess,
hiding silently,
stalking its stalker,
waiting for its moment to bloom again,
competing with the reflection on the water,
that glossy picture of the world
which appears to vanish when rippled
only to reappear moments later,
a superior magician to the darkness,
who takes much longer
and who is occasionally spotted in the form of shadows.
Paul Keilany
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What Belongs

In the short minute it takes
to fit things in their places-gloves in the glovebox,
keys in your pocket,
you can save a clock's face worth of searching.
At least that's something.
And in the day it takes
to tell an uncomfortable truth-You used to be so beautiful,
While you were away, we buried him,
You can save a calendar of riddled legends.
A year of fierce sunlight.
But it's sometimes worth a year of gray rain
to say, Hypothetically, I love you
when it means a warm body,
a cat curling on your hard pillow,
a heavy quilt, anything
to fold on your worn bones.
Just one year of tired minutes
collected like pins.
Laurel Snyder
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I've Never Had a Name

When you're a queen, a real goddess, what can you do
but bathe in the stream and gather the lotus blossoms.
Glance over your sweet brown shoulder and notice
the hallowed reflection you cast. Damn! Life's dull.
Then one morning, hiding in the reeds, a chest of gold,
a sleeping child. A sweet thing. Enough's enough,
you tell yourself. Sweet Pharoah's daughter!
I'm a mother now. These breasts have better things to do.
And you don't need the suspicious eunuchs anymore,
or their great fans and balms. Hell, you don't even need
those naughty bulrushes or their secrets. I don't have to tell you
what a suckling child can do for a woman.
Then one night, he's just gone. He's run off with
wild passions to raise the heavens and change the world.
You don't even have two breaths to say, Crazy child,
We're all just helpless! Or even, darling son.
And you're back at the stream, counting pebbles
and casting sidewise glances. Only, now the skin
is none too soft. The thin brown arms are tired.
The stony earth begins to cover your gilded head.
Stranger, when you found me in this well, sand and wars had buried me.
But you could hear a stream below your feet. I wept, tossed up in stone,
and you smelled hope. But now you are saying that no young man
is flying to dig me free. He is only a legend now, and so am I.
There must be a sound that finishes this story. The well echoes
your apologies. Do not imagine that means a place in history.
You think you are the first to remember me? I'm so tired. I need more
than a sickly promise. And you are just the child holding my pebble.
Laurel Snyder
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Choices
Prize
I can feel my brow furrow even before I am fully conscious, and I
hear water running in the bathroom. I pull the sheet up to my chin as
Hannah comes out wearing my silky burgundy robe (last year's birthday
gift from my fiancé). I know she is wearing nothing but those white cotton
panties beneath it, and I feel the betraying blush crawl up my face. She
won't look directly at me— our mutual shyness is amazing after all these
years of friendship. I sit up, taking care to keep the sheet from slipping
down and exposing my bare breasts.
"What happened?" she asks.
I shrug, and the trembling starts again in the space just below my
heart. I gave her my best attempt at a smile and, cloaking my courage
about me, jump out of bed.
"I'm going to get a shower," I tell her. I don't look back as I hurry to
the bathroom, locking the door behind me. My back to the door, I brace
myself against it and try not to remember last night — it's all a little
blurry anyway. After James called and canceled our plans, I had called
Hannah. I could always count on her to sympathize with me when I got
my feelings hurt, especially by a man. She was easily hurt, and she had
developed a way of dealing with it. We rented a few of our favorite movies
— we had very similar tastes— and bought a bottle of Absolut. After a few
of her special vodka lemonades, my whole perspective began to look
brighter. We were laughing together over one of Billy Crystal's one-liners,
and, before I realized what was happening, we were kissing. I remember
feeling scared and curious and excited, and that's when the trembling
started in my ribs, until it was almost a physical shaking sensation. Then
the tears came. Hannah pulled away and rested her forehead on her knees,
and her shoulders started shaking with giddy laughter that melted into
sobs. We didn't talk much after that, and later we went to bed without
turning the TV off. I woke up sometime in the middle of the night to see
Hannah lying on her side watching me. The station had gone off the air,
and the rainbow bars on the screen cast a reddish glow on her face. She
brushed the hair from my face, letting her fingers rest against my temple
for a second longer than necessary. As she began to pull away, I caught
her hand and kissed her palm. I could taste the tartness of the lemons we
had squeezed earlier when making the vodka lemonades. She tugged my
nightshirt off, her eyes questioning for any signs of approval or dismay.
For an answer, I began to undo the buttons on the plaid shirt she had
been wearing since she came over to my apartment earlier. For a while,
we just lay there looking at each other. Then I pulled her to me until her
body was pressed the length of mine, and we slept for most of the night
with our limbs entwined.
Now I listen to her puttering around in the kitchen, presumably
making that flavored coffee that we both like so much, even though we
always make fun of the commercials when they come on TV. I step into
the shower, letting the hot water pound at the tension in my shoulders.
As I shampoo my hair, I can feel the zing of my engagement ring at my
scalp. James would be devastated if he ever found out about last night,
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but I know he never will unless I tell him. Hannah was always good at
keeping secrets. I wonder where those feelings came from, because I know
that it was more than just the vodka. I step out of the shower and wipe the
condensation from the mirror. I study my eyes as I brush my teeth, the
cool mint scrubbing away the Absolut aftertaste in my mouth. As I begin
to rinse the toothbrush, I realize that it is Hannah's, and for some reason
I feel guilty, as if I had violated her trust. I shake off these absurd feelings,
looking in the mirror for signs of change in my face, but I can see no
dramatic differences.
When I can put off going out no longer, I realize my robe is gone. I
wrap a towel around myself, tucking it in tightly between my breasts.
Opening the door, I go directly to the bed to dress in yesterday's crumpled
T-shirt and jeans. Hannah has made French toast and bacon, along with
the expected coffee, and she waits for me at the table. I go toward the
kitchen, although the only real separation between the kitchen and the
bedroom is the transition from carpet to linoleum. I sip my coffee and
feign interest in the back of the syrup bottle. Hannah will not have this.
She pushes away the benevolent Mrs. Butterworth, forcing me to look
directly at her.
"What happened?" she asks again. This time there is a sense of
urgency, almost pleading, in her voice.
"I guess we had a little too much to drink," I say.
She looks disappointed, and I know she doesn't believe that anymore than I do.
"What are you going to tell James?" she asks.
Looking her in the eye, I reply, "Nothing, and neither are you." I
hope she understands all that I mean by this, but in case she doesn't, I tell
her, "We should just forget that it ever happened."
She nods and looks down, nibbles on a strip of bacon. I catch myself admiring the fullness of her lips, and the hated blush begins to reassert itself. I stumble through my breakfast, and her futile attempts at
small talk are an embarrassment to both of us. After rinsing my dishes, I
leave Hannah at the table as I begin to clean up the apartment — James
will probably stop by later. She knows this, so she dresses and gathers her
things. She says good-bye, but omits the customary hug and kiss on the
cheek. I swallow my awkwardness and embrace her— we are, after all,
best friends. Her arms encircle my waist, and we draw strength from each
other, as always.
"I'm sorry — please understand," I whisper into her hair.
She pulls away, and with a tired half-smile she asks, "Do I still get
to be the maid of honor?"
"You always have been," I say.
She closes the door behind her. I lean against the wall for a minute
to gather my thoughts, then I put on the Annie Lenox CD that she gave me
for Christmas two years ago. It had been my first Christmas alone since
my mother had died. She gave me the CD and told me that Annie Lenox
was a woman who understood loss. It didn't help at the time, but it does
now. I curl up on the disheveled bed, pulling the twisted sheets over my
head to block out the late morning light. James will be here soon, but he
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has a key and will let himself in if I fall asleep.
* * * *
I awaken to the sound of a key in the lock. James is here, and he
has a picnic to make up for last night. He says nothing about the
unvacuumed floor or about my hair — frazzled from my falling asleep
while it was still damp. I pull my hair back in a ponytail and put on a fresh
T-shirt and clean jeans while James chatters about work and apologizes
for canceling our plans. I try to concentrate on his words, but I am trying
too hard to keep from betraying myself through some careless reference
to last night.
"Are you hungry?" he says, loud enough to break my self-absorbed
train of thought.
Startled, I ask, "Why are you yelling?"
"I've asked you the same question three times," he says. "Is something wrong?"
"No, I'm just a little disoriented — you know how it is when you
fall asleep and wake up suddenly."
He nods, accepting my feeble explanation, but he still looks concerned.
"I'm fine, really," I say. I brush back his hair and kiss his forehead,
and his arms reach up to pull me down on his lap. My head rests against
his shoulder, and we sit quietly for a minute as he plays with the strands
of hair that the ponytail missed.
He kisses the tip of my nose and asks if I managed to find matching
shoes for all the bridesmaids — he knows how much trouble that has
been for the past few weeks. My dress has been altered, the caterers have
produced an acceptable menu, the tuxedos for the groomsmen are all
ready, the invitations have been mailed, and the florist has special-ordered dozens of yellow roses. The only thing that remains is shoes for the
bridesmaids, and I've been putting it off for days. I tell him that I haven't
had any luck, and I promise to renew my search first thing Monday.
"Ok, but do you realize that the wedding is just three weeks away?"
he says.
I blink hard and stand up abruptly. We had set the date months
ago, but it seems as if those months never passed. All of the confusion
and doubt that has been building up since last night settles solidly somewhere in my middle. I rush for the bathroom, where I breathe deeply to
subdue the impending nausea.
"Are you all right?" he calls through the door.
"Fine," I say.
"You're not getting cold feet, are you?" he says.
His tone is joking, but there is an undercurrent of real questioning
in his voice. If you only knew, I think.
I say instead, "Don't be ridiculous." I splash cool water on my face,
but it has no effect on my nerves. So I take a minute just to relax, to scold
myself for acting this way. James is waiting, and no matter what happened last night, this is today. I must get on with my life — with our life.
I smile at myself in the mirror, then decide to brush my teeth again.
"I'll be out in a minute," I call. Hannah left her toothbrush, but this
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time I put it in the holder and take out my own. My eyes wander around
the cluttered bathroom, and I promise myself to leave it spotless for the
landlady when I move out after the wedding.
When I go out to James, he flips off ESPN and gathers up the picnic
basket and the blanket. He takes my hand as we go out to his Sentra — last
year's model that he bought the week after he got his new job. We head
for our special place in the canyon park— it's always so beautiful this
time of year. October paints it in glorious golds and crimsons against a
backdrop of crisp brown, and the creek seems clearer in the first chill of
autumn. Our place is nestled between rocks that have cracked from the
pressure of a nearby oak's roots. We can hear the water's whispering from
our place, but we only see it if we walk over a few feet . The trees are thick,
and it's easy to get lost if you're unfamiliar with the area. That is how we
first found our place— we had strayed too far off the trail. This is where
two hikers once surprised us making love, although they were probably
as surprised as we were. This is also where James formally proposed, right
after he had finished his MBA. Neither of us have taken anyone else here,
and it is one of the few places where James does not carry his company
pager.
Today the air is heavy, pressing hard against my eyes. The sky is
clear, but a storm rumbles in the distance. When we get to our place,
there are beer cans strewn across our little clearing, and the remains of a
fire lay black and hideous against the rocks.
Outraged, James yells, "What the hell!"
He clenches my hand, and my free hand goes up to keep a sob
from escaping. I feel violated, almost as if someone had personally assaulted my body. Without another word, we start cleaning up, stacking
beer cans and scattering the charred wood in righteous indignation. When
our place looks normal again, we spread the blanket over the place where
they had built a fire. James sets out the food, but he has forgotten the
silverware. It doesn't matter, because we both sort of poke at our food,
mostly nibbling on the seasoned crust of the Colonel's fried chicken.
"How could someone do that?" I ask.
He sighs and wipes his hands across the legs of his jeans. Taking
my face in his hands, he says, "Let's just forget it happened. Whoever
they were, they probably won't ever be back."
I frown and look away.
"Does Hannah have a date for the wedding yet?" he says, "I know
how she hates to go to things alone."
His casual mention of Hannah surprises me, and I simply shrug
and tell him that I don't know, but I think she's working on some guy
from the newspaper where she is a copy editor. He volunteers his best
man, but I decline for her, knowing how much she hates being set up.
"She'll find someone, she always does," I say.
He seems satisfied and lets the matter slide, but I can't help wondering who she is taking. She and her long term boyfriend fell apart after
he went away to school up North, and she hasn't really dated anyone
seriously since then. I don't blame her. James and I went through some
tough times while he was away getting his Master's degree, but we man-
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aged to hold together until he came home. And here we are now, engaged
and going to be married in three weeks. We clear away the dishes, and I
lay my head on his stomach, our bodies forming a T on the blanket. For
the moment, I forget about Hannah and think about how perfect the wedding will be.
* * * *
The minister rambles on in the traditional pre-nuptial babble. James
is at my right, and Hannah stands at my left, slightly behind. She looks
radiant in the deep blue velvet of the gown. I knew she would — I chose
the blue for her.
Gwen Mullins

Noah Harper
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Places I've Not Yet Left,
Places I've Always Wanted To Go

Counting my change a third time is not the gravity I meant
on the sidewalk outside God's Liquor Store
fighting the sick stomach telling me I have nothing or enough.
Surely mercy and grace shall go with me was my thought
separated here, deciding the rain was not nearly enough storm
to slack this abiding thirst. Once in a storm
of flushed veins, I saw the man behind the fetid counter
break his face. I've not yet left Hell. Last week I lingered
with my friend's story of how he saw the two most beautiful women
in his life standing three feet apart in Billings, Montana.
Yet, they were not in his life, hardly beautiful then, not real
as when he left with what he bought. With forty dollars
I can buy a low anonymous hour that will reach back like sulfur
into my lungs, down across my gut, and tremble
me in the pocket of air I might choose outside the Bright Angel Motel.
Perhaps tomorrow I'll choose a second story, hide away
the scenes that don't define the day or air or hour
and give the opiate of place in exchange for what I can sell then:
my seat at a table scarred with words I wish for, Ut puto Deus fio.
I learned a woman's name there, Dolores Ann, carved it for her
in the balsa-soft wood, and for this strange little relic
she told me about her last trip to Mexico, how she'd wanted
to go there since a child and wild, how the bars played American music
to be hip: Billy Idol, Madonna. Then: an exchange, a given.
For a night we descended and she was my bright angel reprobate —
from her hip to her breasts I mapped my soft territories,
my El Dorado I'd not looked for, mapped my name in a trembled kiss
and lost her. I could sell the Sunday air I take on a pew.
I might sell the small part of each hymn's refrain that I own.
Here I assume the worth of my substituted lungs
and here the worth of the breath of a forgotten God becomes conceit,
but I will take on faith tomorrow that I won't be here again —
purposed with absent faith I'll steal the candles out of a vestibule,
melt them down in a win-shaped corner,
await the second coming of Icarus and then let it pass. I'm a mess here.
I've not yet left Hell, and won't, I guess, until Icarus pulls
out of the ancient dive. God's Liquor Store, most sublime of dives, lingers
while none of my changes are enough to buy communion,
while none of the illicit wax is enough to seal off all the hard rain,
while I looked and looked in all the days of my life
and found nothing of much worth at the end of any aisle or any place.
I should think of what I need. I should make my hands storm Heaven.
Paul Guest
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On the Origins of Modern Atomism:
A Love Poem
Color exists by convention, sweet by convention,
bitter by convention, in reality, nothing exists but atoms and the void.
--Democritus

Out of Los Angeles, the press release went largely unnoticed:
The Pixies had split up. "I don't see any of us
wanting to get back together again," Black Frances had said,
pained then, I guess, to get on with whatever
it is one does after a break-up. I heard it on the radio,
tasting the acrid air the band members would rush through
into new songs, giant projects, trying to touch a new muse.
Abstract and heady, feeling summer on my fingers,
the low hum of theory spreading over me
like a song the Pixies might've done had there been one more year,
I moved so far from my ground state.
Nights I would crouch over the electron microscope,
trying to remember what it was the Greeks had said about the atom,
trying to nose around in the basement of the universe,
where my heart was. I'd turn the radio all the way up to 11,
sing along with whatever new college band,
and squint into a heavy transcendence. There were flowers
on the windowsill wanting water, wilted in florescence,
and I looked past them, through them, trying to latch
on to inspiration, thinking of a girl who threatened me once
with a pocket knife because I would not write her.
She had slipped me a note in the hall, several pages
crumpled quickly and tucked in the crook of my elbow—
I watched it fall. Glowing flush with blood,
she picked it up and said, "There. You have to write me again."
I wish I could say the note burned with nebulas of desire.
I wish I could say discrete meetings were proposed in darkness
when we would rush together like galaxies
annihilating one another sweetly, but I read the innocent
dailiness she gave, and she wrote of her favorite song
called "Gigantic," telling me I'd probably love it
because the chorus had my name in it, several times sung over,
because the Pixies were her favorite band, and she knew
it should be mine too. In a haze, I let six weeks pass in silence,
reciprocating nothing. A carnation came on Valentine's Day
and I thought then to buy her a flower, apologize.
We met outside that afternoon and she wore a shirt that read:
In her youth the Dairy Queen wasn't a punk rock grrl.
Pulling the little knife from her pocket, she asked why
I couldn't just write her, why I was blind to what was unhidden.
I said nothing. I said it was time for me to leave.
I said, and this is unforgivable, "I wanted to say, I'm sorry."
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This is all I can remember. It's the essence that I can't forget,
what I once thought I couldn't reduce more, I have:
the pollen smeared across the window where my face has been,
the chorus of a song that dissolves around my name,
the t-shirt I imagine she wore like explanation—
yes, the Greeks wanted a way to account for the possibility
of change in nature, that all phenomena had to be understood
in terms of motion through empty space. I cannot understand.
I cannot understand the space I pass through.
It's only now that I want to say I can't account for what I see.
I know the atom has been split, broken,
I've burned in its heat, burned like an over-driven guitar
that no one plays any longer—
this theory is half wilted already, a false expiation:
in some galaxy I know the Pixies play together again, we are there.
Paul Guest
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Poem

Mad,
Gone,
Crazy,
Sizzled proper on the electricity of life,
which is an unpainted virgin angel,
whose hand I've held,
tasting the sweetness of her breath
and pondering her unrevealed possibilities.
Passion is a glass of iced tea,
drained to the sound of the blues
on a jukebox you can't see.
Love is a sugar tipped dagger
that you use to carve someone's name
in your heart, who you know is going
to die.
Thrill is finding a dusty volume
from some bygone time
that might have made more sense to you.
Hope is a dark skinned robed man,
that you pray to,
so that you can find your own private alcove
in the world.
Regret is knowing you can't go without sleep
and run life like a frothy dog.
And serenity is knowing who you are,
what you like,
and how little the wolves in the city matter
in your world.
W. N. Privett
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The Excuse

I couldn't pay the violinist
to appear at your door.
He was Italian, suited up
in his phony curled mustache
and lover-boy accent.
He had plantation hands,
big enough to reach around my
waist or neck, both arms and legs.
My eyes down on the checkbook,
he stretched himself out,
fingered my hair
until I rooted there by the scalp,
until I couldn't sign the check,
until I was cornered by his hands and voice
and wanted him myself.
Then you fell away like snake skin
that slides off, transparent.
Magdelyn Hammond
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Tennessee William's Cat on a Hot Tin Roof

I have gathered up my skirts too
often, too languidly, as if the nature of a
cottonmouth were only aggression.
We seek to slide our teeth into flesh.
You need not be near to find I long for you.
I've done with cat-like leisure.
I'll not love with discretion but wrap my words
around you as they swindle with the precise
speed of a woman gone mad and threadbare,
the vague memory of a sound.
I leave spoken words alone,
betrayers of a bayou life, swept away in a pile
of Spanish moss. My eyes have no desperation,
I live sweetly in this time and space. In this same
second, I am suddenly alone and scared.
Magdelyn Hammond
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My Fingers

He picks dirt from under his nails and tells me he believes
in God. The book of Psalms resting on his chest, strapped
with old shoe laces to his beaten down body, must be his
pillow each night. I have three queen size pillows
on my bed— he has three digits remaining on his left hand.
His cigarette rests awkwardly between his forefinger and second
nub. He knows I can't help but stare; he doesn't bother
telling me what happened. It was something in the way the sunlight
refracted off the blinds onto my own white, sticky fingers
that made me ask him to sit down. Dipped in the soiled life
of fat fraternity boys and upper-middle class muck, how
can they stay so white? If God is the little bird I keep
in my palm, then why do I grip and grasp so tightly
that my fingers— those white, fat, fucking fingers— turn
red like his tired, bloodshot eyes, and when I unwrap them
from my hand, it is empty? Always, my hand is empty.
Will Sanders
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Cost of Visit

A traveller points and tells of the middle
of the street where standing,
a walker once contemplated
and like the changing of clockwork
was able at this late visiting hour
to fall in love with the city.
Like this refuge of night
shadowed between lighted park benches
can we keep foot travel home
to the distant south end
where streets are unkept gardens,
grass and petunias,
where the metaphorical south
heat keeps us wet in love in the middle
of soft grey buildings.
And the gypsies chewing dinner standing
with bored, dark faces, children
ringing around pigeons.
All of it under sour street lights that soften
not the departure
but the picture of it.
Teresa Rogerson
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Untitled

The days of February fell
out of the calendar. So now
I'm stranded in a God-forsaken
snow-less month of January, stuck
in the most unappealing of all winters.
The Farmer's Almanac says it's supposed
to snow. But it only rains,
which increases the moisture in the air
which only makes envelopes unglue
each other, the way leaves
unglue themselves from trees
in November, leaving the limbs stark
and twisted like a jilted lover.
The envelope isn't quite so tragic.
Actually the tree isn't a tragedy either.
I only pass time with the thought.
Though there is something passionate
about bark, the way something living
envelopes something dead.
Trees are only alive in the outside
layer of bark, where sap, like blood,
runs through the wooden veins.
The inside of the tree is dead, destined
to be hacked and made into pencils
that second-graders use to stab each other
then later use to write love-letters and
later, I'll use to write addresses on those useless
envelopes, which are, by the way, a tree
product. The problem here is that
they're not always useless, except the ones
the water company keeps sending me.
I don't have to pay a water bill
because I use well-water and well,
it rains all the time, so I don't have to pay
for it. The gas company doesn't send
useless envelopes or anything at all.
I don't buy gas. I don't go anywhere
except to the mailbox with my envelopes.
It's too darn depressing to look
at the trees along the road,
the limbs hung, hovering down in a sinister
hug, scratching the side of my car as if
to say, don't forget we're here and
have the claws to prove it. Today,
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there was a note in the mailbox that read
SEND MONEY, NOT ENVELOPES!
At Christmas, I got a big envelope with a tiny
poem in it by Jarrell called Well-Water.
Would you be at all surprised if I told you
he contemplates well-water and squirrels
that do pet-tricks? Probably not. I hate
pet-tricks but wish I could surprise you,
or find a nice squirrel. I had a dog, but
it died. It just doesn't work for me. You
know what the problem with envelopes is?
They are a means to an end. They have to be partially
open to be worth anything, but if they open
completely, they're dysfunctional and get thrown
away like hot garbage. They don't have lines,
so when they fold open, what you expect to be
just another blank piece of paper turns out
to not be just another blank piece of paper.
The lack of lines is an open invitation
to fill it up with the right words and pictures,
the elusive something, which isn't money,
and which I'm startlingly low on. No matter
how hard I try, I can't put this season in the mail.
Julia Beach
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Heat in the Winter

Justin jumps on the four wheeler and wraps his arms around
Samantha's waist. Pressed against his stomach, Sam's jumpsuit feels as if
he had slipped a pair of jeans on straight from the dryer. She stretches
one arm upward around her ear and across her cheek to gather her caramel brown hair from his face. Heat escapes Sam's collar like steam from a
fissure in the earth. Justin's eyebrows bend inward, and he releases a
deep breath just in front of Samantha's earlobe. He thought if maybe he
was a vampire he could justify sucking her slender white neck. A woman's
neck, what could be more vulnerable? Maybe casually he could rub his
chapped lips over her skin in order to keep them warm. Justin knows his
thoughts are silly ones, so instead he buries his head in her shoulder pad
and clasps the loose fabric on each side of her. Sam cranks the ignition
and gives it some gas. They make a semicircle out of the tool shed over
the hidden bumps in the snow and across the cattle guard; fish-tailing
their way past the front gate and mailbox. The head wind nearly brings
tears to their squinting eyes. Unfortunately, the warmest clothing Justin
had brought was a pair of blue jeans and a denim jacket.
Uncle Ed was the first to chuckle at his pitifulness, "Son you're
going to feel that cold nipping your scrawny behind clear through your
britches." Here they often describe Justin as long haired, scrawny or a
city slicker. Justin exits Delta flight 202 from Memphis to Rapid City in
his high tops, Yankees cap, and Grandma's sweater which his mother insisted he wear to make a good impressim on his relatives. Uncle Ed pulled
the truck around so Justin could hop in straight from the airport's entrance. Ed's cowboy hat is pressed against the ceiling, and his stomach
hangs over his belt almost reaching the steering wheel. As he tries to
crack the window, cigar ashes fall into the beard that covers his throat.
It's a long drive home through Spearfish, North Dakota, across the state
line entering Wyoming , and through Sundance. While Ed listens to country music and blabbers about the cattle business, Justin daydreams almost all the way home.
With 952 residents, one bar, and one gas station, in Morcroft everyone is family. It is too expensive to ship in bricks, lumber, and cement,
so most of the residents take up housing in trailer homes. Many of the
town's people work in the coal mines, while the country people either
have ranches, oil wells, or wheat fields. Everybody owns a run down Ford
truck with a gun rack inside and a bumper sticker on it that reads, "This
vehicle is protected by the Remington corporation." Cokes are called pops,
cars are vehicles, and tissues are snot rags. Everyone has a pocket knife, a
pair of Wranglers, and a fat belt buckle with their name on it. The plains
appear to be an ocean of white suds penetrating the surface. From the
elevated gravel road Justin watches as a group of antelope hurdle a barbed
wire fence. An oil pump resembles a giant blackbird dipping its beak systematically, and the silos are shaped like rockets ready to blast off.
They enter the house to the aroma of baked apples sprinkled with
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brown sugar. Grandma gives Justin a familiar "big bear hug" and a kiss on
the cheek. There is some homemade apple sauce and a cup of hot chocolate with little marshmallows in it waiting for Justin in the kitchen.
"Ohh... you've grown so much, Justin. How's your mother doing?"
He replies, "Obviously, she's doing pretty well. Her cruise ship was
scheduled to dock in St. Martin this morning."
"Well, don't you be sore about it; your mother deserves a vacation
after divorcing old what's his name; you know I never did like him anyhow."
After putting on some more clothing and hiding his luggage away,
Justin decides to go explore Grandma's land.
On the back lawn there are three clay deer, two propane tanks,
and a miniature windmill. In a ditch two huge dead trees hold the remains of a club house. Beside the path is a 75 gallon gas container on
stilts. An old water well serves as a septic tank while the new well's water
tastes of sulfur. Past the heated chicken coop where Grandma keeps her
peacocks is the house Justin's mother grew up in. There is a pile of deer
antlers inside, and the crumbling wooden walls are infested with lichens.
Even today the only connections they have with civilization are the telephone and electrical power lines.
Justin jumps the bar gate entering the pasture. He visits the deserted stables where his grandfather taught him to ride in the summer
many years ago. Its green metal roof whistles in the breeze. Its dirt floors
smell of stale hay, molasses, and horse shit. A leather saddle, bridle, and
lasso hang from the boarded walls. A chrome tub and bale of alfalfa are in
the corral. Across the field is the dump site where Justin used to huddle
over the contraptions he invented there. Nine cars litter the prairie exhibiting the history of vehicles from the black '38 Plymouth to the blue '75
Buick. Broken bikes, beds, and tractor parts mix with flat tires, spare lumber, and children's toys. Over the hill is a shallow reservoir where Grandpa
lost his tractor; he tried to scoop the snow off it so the children could ice
skate. Under the ice and muddy bottom dwell the remains of a herd of
sheep that stampeded to their death in a violent blizzard years before.
Still, in the spring grandchildren play in the lifeless waters with homemade rafts.
Cold and exhausted, Justin returns to the house. He takes off his
shoes and coat to slip into bed. Five a.m. the next morning, Uncle Ed
awakens Justin to help him with a "Secret mission for Mr. Clause." Aunt
Kay's horse, Honey Bear, gave birth in May, and the colt is going to be
delivered to Grandma's neighbor, Mr. Dilenger. Like Grandma, the
Dilengers own an oil well on their property and are fairly well off. The
horse is to be a Christmas present for Mr. Dilenger's seventeen year old
daughter, Sam. After successfully sneaking the animal into the stables,
Ed and Justin come inside to eat breakfast with Mr. and Mrs. Dilenger. Mr.
Dilenger always wanted a son to go to auctions and rodeos with, and
consequently, he was blessed with two beautiful daughters. Sam is the
youngest of the two. Her sister, Leah, is away at college. Mr. Dilenger
wanted to name Leah "Lee," but Mrs. Dilenger wouldn't have any part of
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it. "A young girl should have a young girl's name," she would say. The
very next day after Leah's, birth Mr. Dilenger went out and bought himself a colt and named it Billy Lee after his favorite gunfighter and his
daughter. Mrs. Dilenger managed to raise Leah up prim and proper but
wasn't so successful with Sam. She is a "daddy's girl," and only her mom
dares call her Samantha.
Mr. Dilenger said, "You can just watch TV until Sam wakes up.
Would you like something more to eat? I know how you young men got to
fill that hollow leg." Ed grins, "Looks like you been had boy!"
It turns out that Ed didn't need Justin's help at all. Justin is just
there to distract Sam from finding her present. Justin sighs and continues
to eat his bowl of Fruity Pebbles. He soon falls asleep in the recliner while
watching the Garfield Christmas Special only to awaken three hours later
when Sam switches the channel to a professional hockey game. Sam is
wearing a thick cotton T-shirt, red sweats, and fuzzy blue Cookie monster
slippers. Her hair is pulled back in a pony tail through her baseball cap,
and she had yet to put on her makeup. She munches on a pop tart and
drinks some orange juice while staring at the television. Justin wipes his
face and sits up in his seat.
"Hi, I'm Justin, Ms. Thompson's grandson. I'm visiting from Memphis. Uncle Ed brought me over to meet you."
She replies," Oh really, so you're kind of stuck here aren't you."
"Well... Yeah, pretty much."
"Good... you can help me clean my room."
"Why would I want to do that?"
"Because I asked you to."
"Uhh... Ok." While Sam watches hockey, Justin can't help but notice the hair peeking out from above her socks. Curling back up in his
chair, he starts to notice other things that are a little peculiar about her.
Sam's nails are chewed off, she doesn't have her ears pierced, and as far
as he can tell, she is lacking a bra strap over her exposed shoulder. But, by
no means is she unfeminine, she is just a different kind of feminine. Justin thought that she was going for that natural look, or maybe she wasn't
going for a look at all. Justin was interested in her. The hockey game's
over. The Chicago Black Hawks beat the Toronto Maple Leafs three to
nothing. Sam lifts herself from the maroon couch and motions to Justin.
"Come on, my room is this way."
Her room looks like a shrine to a bohemian god. Christmas tree
lights border the posters of Hendrix, Morrison, and the Beatles pinned on
her wall. Self portraits and animal pictures hang from her other wall. On
top of her night stand, bead necklaces are clustered around an empty
wine bottle that holds a melted candle in it. Clutter was everywhere. She
clears a path to her bed through the multicolored clothes scattered on
her floor. "Sorry, I wasn't expecting company," she says while stuffing
clothes into a basket. She turns her head towards him, "I was just kidding
about you cleaning my room, but you can help if you want to." Justin
looks around," Ok. I'll start organizing your tapes, all right?" Sam smirks,
"Sure... whatever." Stacked like dominoes, the tapes are in a blue milk
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crate next to her stereo. There are about 50 of them Justin could mingle
through: Pink Floyd, Jimmy Buffett, Steve Miller Band, Otis Redding, the
Eagles, and some classical stuff.
"Don McLean, who's Don McLean?" Justin tilts his head in turn
with the insert picture.
She replies, "He only had one hit, 'American Pie,' but it's one of my
favorites. It's really, umm...well... I like it."
Justin places it in the tape player and pushes the button with the
single white arrow. Light shines through the icicles outside and is broken
into a fan of colors on the carpet. Listening to this song he stares out the
window into the cold. The sun casts shadows and creates sparkles in the
snow. The music reminds him of the first time he had heard the song. He
and his cousin Glen were on Ed's front porch swing. Aunt Kay was singing
along with the radio while she washed the dishes. It was getting dark so
she called them in for the night and shut the kitchen window. Aunt Kay
said the song is about losing, losing your faith, your hope, and your buddy.
Justin was just now starting to understand what she had meant.
Sam finishes cleaning her room. "Hey Justin, do you want to go
ride horses this afternoon?"
Justin smiles, "Sure, that sounds like fun." Remembering the mission, Justin quickly changes his answer, "Oh yeah! I can't ride horses, I'm
allergic to them."
Sam responds, "I never heard of anyone being allergic to horses
before, but if you don't want to ride, I guess we can play pool instead."
They make their way down the stairs to the basement. Sam flicks
on the light, the heater and chalks up her stick. Sam makes two stripes in
on the break. She shoots pool with either hand and has no trouble banking the cue ball off two rails to make the eight ball in the corner pocket.
Justin doesn't get many shots in, so most of the time he rests in a bean
bag watching Sam's hips move back and forth around the table. After
sinking the eight ball once again, Sam says, "Well, that's two out of three;
where's my ten bucks?"
"Ten bucks? I didn't know we bet ten bucks."
"Don't worry about it. You can just work off the money. Start by
scrubbing my bathroom."
"What? I don't think so."
"Ok, instead you can just rub my back."
Justin's eyes open wide and then his forehead crinkles to conceal
his interest. "Sure," he replied. Sam helps him off the bean bag and the
two start up the stairs. Instantly, Justin views Sam in a whole other dimension. He had been trapped in this game before, although his last significant other didn't have hairy legs. Her name was Heather. Some would
describe her as an insecure pom-pom reject. She acted as if Justin was the
biggest stud muffin on the face of the earth. But, a week later Justin was
trying to feel more like a surrogate father for her to dump all of her
personal problems on. It seemed Justin's awkward look and easygoing
personality was a magnet for such girls.
Lying on her stomach Sam crosses her wrists, placing her head
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sideways on the couch pillow. Like the unveiling of a prized painting Sam
shuffled up her shirt above her shoulders. Justin had never seen the full
length of a woman's back without some sort of strap. Kneeling, Justin
places his hands curiously over Sam's pale back.
"Your hands! They're so cold!"
Justin pulls the hair from his face and continues massaging down
Sam's spine. She jerks away and sits up facing him, "Your hands are giving me chills down my back." She takes each of his hands in hers, smoothing them over in an attempt to warm them. Pleased with the results of
this, Sam lies back down on the maroon couch more comfortable than
before. Justin continues rubbing his hands across the leg of his pants.
"That's a lot better," she mutters.
Her skin is much thinner and fairer than his own. Justin notices
the shapes in her back; her shoulder blades, spine, and ribs. He feels the
tension knots hidden on each of her vertebrae. On her left shoulder, Sam
has a flat mole about the size of a tack's top. Near the right side of her
waist is a pear shaped birthmark. Tiny blonde hairs stream from her white
neck to the center of her back. Justin scratches Sam softly down her spine.
His fingers grow cold once again. Justin shifts his attention to a speckled
moth that drifts from the curtains around them both towards the ceiling
fan.
"What's wrong with you, why do your hands get so cold?"
Justin replies, "I don't know; I think I could be sick or maybe the
cold just comes from inside me."
Sam lifts herself up off the couch. "Yeah, I think you're ill; I better
take you home."
Justin puts his shoes and coat on while Sam changes her clothes in
her room. She reappears five minutes later with a blue jumpsuit on that is
lined with wool. She calls them overalls, but Justin was sure that overalls
were a pair of jeans. This thing fits the whole body to the wrists and zips
up in the front. Into the cold, he follows her to the tool shed where they
hop on a four-wheeler to take off for Grandma's. Justin can feel the blood
rushing from his limbs into his head to relieve a pain that a million quickly
eaten ice cream scoops couldn't have brought on. If only Justin could
double over maybe he could melt away the imaginary block of ice that
was inserted into his stomach.
Justin had so many questions and so few answers. "Why a massage? Friends don't do that crap; or do they? Why is she always in control?" Justin always had all the answers.
Maybe, Justin had lost the emotion-repellent mask that he found
in his Fruit Loops during his childhood years. Perhaps his illness had
weakened him, or perhaps she was the center of his illness. The vehicle's
wheels turn up new snow, as the wheels in Justin's head crank out new
excuses not to lose himself in this country girl he probably wouldn't ever
see again. The tighter he held her the more he could feel the warmth
radiating from her body.
They reach the top of the hill where the barbed wire fence prevents Sam from going any farther. Justin hops off his seat, shivers a bit,
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and makes his way towards the fence, but Sam stops him halfway there.
She hugs him and gives him a kiss on a freckle behind his ear just to
whisper, "Thanks for delivering my horse... Justin." After she rides away,
Justin rolls his eyes and mumbles to himself, "Oh my god!"
Justin didn't care about Sam's little imperfections. The mole on
her back was only a mole; the scar on her elbow has long been healed,
and the hair on her legs is only natural. Justin accepted all these things as
real. This is why she scared him the most.
On top of this snow-covered hill Justin can see everything on
Grandma's land: the stables, reservoir, abandoned homes and junk yard,
too. Justin had never visited in the winter before, and he found it hard to
believe that this was the same plot of land he roamed in the summer.
Somewhere in the background Justin could swear he could hear a killdeer
scream. He knew that under the snow there is an endless variety of living
things that wait for the spring. Rattlesnakes, foxes, and mice, all silently
rest in their burrows until the wild flowers and the tiny cacti bloom again.
The locust hibernates here several years under this earth just to destroy
another oat, wheat, or barley crop. Anthills and ants are buried here with
every other type of insect imaginable. Justin knew the seasons would
change for him too. The evidence is on the ground. Rabbit tracks lead to
a forgotten salt-lick that has melted a hole in the snow exposing a few
blades of grass for the critter's feasting. Entering the back of the yard he
notices animal fur caught between the gate's hinges. Justin talks to the
three clay deer, "Was this you guys? Oh... I'm sorry. This fur is a couple
shades lighter than yours." Justin found comfort in his imagination. He
figured that "If the extent of man's life is measured by the extent of his
imagination" then he was a very, very old man.
Justin stops to pick the gravel from his soul before entering the
house. Grandma warms him with the same big hug and offering of food.
Aunt Kay, Uncle Ed, and Glen came over for Christmas dinner just before
he arrived. The smoked ham is excellent; the stuffing is divine, and the
gravy is just exquisite; squishy rolls, tart cranberries, and fulfilling pumpkin pie all washed down with warm apple cider. "I love you grandma,
you're such a great cook," Justin tells his grandmother right before she
gives him another kiss on the cheek and sends him to bed promising lots
of great gifts to open in the morning.
Red and green wrapping litters the floor. Glen got there early and
is dumping out his stocking in front of the gas fireplace. Aunt Kay takes
pictures as Justin opens his first present. It is a pair of blue overalls/
jumpsuit with wool lining in it to keep him warm through the Wyoming
winter.
Doug Gorin
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Monologue in a Laundromat

I come here often. And on occasion I've seen you gently turning
bills into coins and coins into water and heat. Morning
after morning has arrived bandaged, crushed, and weak.
Days lie with their tips turned in, still as damp as hands
dreaming of rudders, anchors, oars. I only dreamed that we'd ever
have a chance to talk like this. Now picture this: A figure lying
in layers like rock, in layers like a road which cracks under the sun
or without it. It could be my body, and because it was naked
it hardened and froze. Under February's stupid stare one might
say, "The skin of a lake," and one might continue, "birds drop
like fists against it." You must think I'm drunk, but I guarantee you,
it is only our clothes that are spinning. Please excuse the assertion.
I tend to make assertions. "Trees, they are burdened
somewhat solidly," I assert. And: "Like a lake, I keep record
of those I'm touched by." Against me the first hand lowered roughly,
as if claiming its meal, while five young dogs stood imagining the scraps,
themselves broken but not broken. Don't worry, my new friend,
I would never compare their fragility to yours. I see the way each tiny bone
in your foot adjusts to your standing. But as we were sharing just now,
I have to admit, I became distracted. Whatever is important now
is making its move, straining not to lose its handful of whatever,
trying so hard not to forget the subtle taste of blood which is only
the beginning of a lesson on stirring. If you demand, then I'll give you
my stone fountain of an answer: You slipped my mind, that is, I just
forgot all about you. This particular lesson is fished out of someone else's
lake, and you're right, it is smuggling, but the trout are longer and more
slender than my own, and if it means anything, the hook was mine.
Don't leave now, for your clothes' sake, and besides, my thoughts turn
back like an arrow: On a billboard there's an inflatable owl. Shivering life
crowds the board's uppermost rim until a pigeon mounts the dummy's head.
The owl is unaware. Along the streets much is unaware, and much
doesn't see men collecting aluminum at night. Similarly, leaves
don't know what goes on beneath their little skeletons. It occurs to me now
that I want tears to bloom in your eyes for what you can't see. But don't
worry, even warriors supposedly doused the sand with their sorrow once
and turned it to rock. That type of fire neither burns nor goes out. And once,
a spider crawled into the sleeping moon's mouth. She laid her eggs there.
What can we do? My own defense is what you might call surreal:
My face is painted, and underneath it is a throbbing fist..
Karri Harrison
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The Great Singers

Killing time on a Tuesday on Vine Street, I sit down
at Kilroy's for coffee. Chris is there and the great singers
croon from the speakers and I haven't met Peter O'Toole
either though years ago Reggie Jackson, I say, pulled up
next to me in Anaheim, but that was years ago when
the Angels were good but they're not so good anymore,
hell they're on strike Chris says, but still makin' lots
of dough and still holding out for more, and I say
that's what I need, some money, though money can't buy
happiness he says, but man, moula, it'd make my life
easier and that'd make me happier. Some girl comes in
that I think I know and she keeps looking back down
at her tennis shoes like me when I think I'm walking
funny, but I don't know her as far as we can remember,
and that guy, that what's his name Vice-President, Gore,
that's right, that's the one I say, I met him, I even have
a picture but my eyes were closed and I was only a kid,
then Chris starts in about Jean Genet like he knows
the guy and I laugh and we start talking about Stephen
Dobyns and Edward Abbey who Chris hates and refill our
cups but Roy's out of sugar so we drink it straight, and
Larry Brown, he's good, drinking and sex in the South
that's what it's all about we say and laugh. We say some
other stuff, watching people dodge traffic and come in
out of the rain and then it's time for class and I tell Chris
I've got a class and ask for a cigarette, one for the road
and he says take two, but I'm trying to quit and he says
take two anyway, you can save one, one for later.
John Jones
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Contributors' Notes
Anonymous hails from the bay region near Helen, Georgia. Joshua D.
Bankes was once a Californian but now wants to pursue the lucrative career of CD design. Julia Beach: SS# 410-13-4666. Ronnie Carpenter
is still trying to get out of that plastic bag. Carrie Custer is just plain
irritable. Helen Davis is the artist formerly known as 0. Join Matthew
Fielding Monday nights on Fox. Doug Gorin is in the witness protection program, and no information is available. Paul Guest is awash in a
sea of retarded sexuality and bad poetry. Magdelyn "Mouth-of-theSouth" Hammond is from South Carolina and has a tattoo of Strom
Thurmond on her back. Noah Harper is ecstatic about Sgt. Cutter's plans
to adopt him. Senior Karri Harrison was found with her head through a
computer monitor and the 8th deadly sin, "computer illiteracy," scrawled
on the wall. Fifth year freshman, John Jones, is trying to rid himself of
his toilet mouth. With her seventy bucks, Toni Jordan is going to
EuroDisney. Paul Keilany is a fiction writer currently pursuing an MA
in literature at UTC, but he can do one of them poem things too. "It's a
bird, it's a plane, it's Phil Knox answering the phone." Lydia Melvin is
seeking knowledge, would like to go to Switzerland, and she seems to
meet some pretty interesting people. We just a "door" Elise Milburn.
Gwen Mullins is an irreverent, religious, rotund, thin, tranquil, excitable, realistic, idealistic, mother. Kelli Nelson is a love child of the Nelson
brothers. The rumors about John O'Rourke's lewd love affair with the
associate editor are unwarranted. Believe it or not, W. N. Privett sees
himself as James Dean meets Geronimo at a Muddy Waters' gig. Teresa
Rogerson's 10 werdz are roadforks, waterFall, many windows, wake up!,
cumulus drumbeat. Laff. Again. Watch out David Alan Sapp! you're
about to step in that TeufelschOcht. Cheryl Sculley would like to thank
Special Agent Mulder for all his help and encouragement. Devil's Advocate Laurel Snyder has already stepped in the Teufelsdrecht. "Me Too!"
says Will Sanders. Writer-at-large, Maggie Simon, is searching the
cafes of France for that waiter, Jean-Luc. Andrea Spraggins actually
said, "criminy." Eric Winesett is a small man on a large bike. Laura
Woolsey is a firm believer in the idea that art is a vehicle for revenge.
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